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A B OUT U S

Burg Party Service
is the official caterer also for the Hungarian National Theater and
the National Palace of Arts. The company provides its clients with
full scale of catering and event organization services.
Corpus Communications
provides the comprehensive marketing communication and
PR service of the Hungarian Days.

I NTRODUCTION

A

s the official caterer also for the
Hungarian National Theater and the
National Palace of Arts our company
had the chance to provide services

for more than half a million guests. We are proud

of earning the appreciation of such distinguished

H OW

TO CONTACT US

guests as H.R.H Albert II of Belgium, the President of

If you are interested in providing your guests with this

Croatia as well as Andrew G. Vajna, the producer of

unique opportunity you will only have to send an e-mail to

Evita and Terminator 3. Let us introduce the unique

info@hungariandays.hu

result of the fruitful cooperation of Burg Catering and

Or you can call
+36 1 321 1516
Monday to Friday at working hours. Our colleges are pleased
to answer your questions. Upon your requests you will find our
personalized offer and all the details about the certain event.

Corpus Communications, our new concept of catering,
entertainment and culture.

E V ENT O RGANI Z ATION

T

he modular structure of our offer makes
you personalize your Hungarian Days
event easily, and helps to calculate cost
elements precisely. Beside the different

menu options we offer you a delicate wine selection
of prestigious Hungarian wines and to make the
evening really unforgettable you can choose from
our traditional Hungarian cultural programs, as for
example a gipsy band, folk dancers or a string quartet.
Thus you can fit the size and cost of the event to your
own requests.

I

T HE C ONCE P T
n our accelerating world, hotel, restaurant
and catering managers always have to face
the ever-increasing demand from their clients
and guests for something different, something

new. Yes, today man can fly over continents in a couple
of hours, and visit different cultures even every
day. Many of us are actually doing it. But, it is good
though to have a rest in our favorite club, restaurant
or hotel, or even when we are traveling, to get special
care from our host, while still getting the chance to
experience the taste of different cultures.
Why couldn’t we bring them to our vicinity?
This question inspired us to make the Hungarian
Gastronomy and Culture available around the world.
We believe that the Hungarian cuisine is a vivid dash
of colour on the World’s gastronomic palette and with
our Chaine des Rotisseurs awarded Chef we would
also like to prove this to our partners.

E V ENT O RGANI Z ATION

I

t is your choice to organize a large gala dinner
or a smaller reception with buffet selection.
In every case our staff works in cooperation
with your own local staff. Upon your selected

menu request we compile for you the list of the needed
standard ingredients in advance and all special
Hungarian spices and ingredients, including wines
are provided by us.
In order to keep the Hungarian Days event on
the highest standard a catering manager with an
interpreter is there to manage the preparation and
production works in every case.

T HE C ONCE P T

O

ur

carefully designed package of

services

for

organizing

Hungarian

Gastronomic and Cultural Days makes
available hotels and restaurants in any

part of the world to extend their selection of offers,
which is vital in the more and more demanding
economic environment.
This program matched the highest expectations of
everyone we have delivered so far. Our experience is
that guests like diversity and are delighted by new
opportunities to taste a different way of cooking in an
authentic cultural atmosphere and this results in an
increased interest towards other services of the host
hotel or restaurant as well.

I

O UR S ER V ICES

n the Hungarian Days program we provide Hungarian
menu cooked by our professional cooks, with special spices,
which we bring from Hungary. To bring also an authentic
atmosphere, we may provide a gypsy band that is playing

authentic Hungarian songs and classical music in a way you may
not have heard it from other bands. We may also bring folk dancers,
who are dancing the most spectacular dances from Hungary and
costumes to put on hostesses who welcome the guests.
When preparing our menu offers we consider the host country’s
ethnic or religious gastronomic traditions as well.
Upon your request we provide a comprehensive package of services
and manage the organization as it follows:
• We

provide

our

professional

staff

for

managing

the

event from the preparation works till the last guest left.
• We provide the unique, Hungarian ingredients, spices and wines
for the menu.
• Our cooks prepare the menu and teach the local stuff on request.
• We organize the entertainment based on your request.

